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Abstract—As a kind of typical embedded system, MANET is 
a multi-hop self-configuring network with the topology 
changes dynamically. To model of the security, mobility, 
and dynamic changes of MANET, trust is used as a novel 
concept recently. In this paper, based on the classic fuzzy 
theory, the trust evaluation and the dynamic routing 
protocols for MANET are represented, to give the modeling 
of MANET with the fuzzy inference rules, and to improve 
the routing protocols with fuzzy dynamic programming. 
The experiments with OPNET show that the novel fuzzy 
trusted DSR protocols can reduce the Packet Drop Ratio 
and enhance the throughput with the acceptable End to End 
Delay in MANET. 
 
Index Terms—embedded system, trust routing of MANET, 
fuzzy trust evaluation, trust modeling with fuzzy logic, fuzzy 
dynamic programming, fuzzy trusted DSR 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

As a kind of typical embedded system, the mobile ad-
hoc network (MANET) [2] is a self-configuring network 
of the mobile devices connected by wireless links, which 
consists of a lot of low power wireless devices. Each 
device (called node) in a MANET is free to move in any 
direction independently, which exchanges the data and 
link information with each other frequently, to maintain 
the instant communication by co-operating during the 
establishment of routes in forwarding packets to the 
destination. Usually, the nodes can communicate without 
use of any fixed infrastructure, and they are performed 
through the multi-hop routing. For the security and 
variability, current typical routing protocols, such as DSR, 
AODV, LAR [3], have to be thoroughly designed and 
analyzed in term of their co-operations with each other, 
proposed rapid response well in coping with the unstable 
topology. 

Since the network topology changes dynamically due 
to the arbitrary mobility of nodes and the nodes can 
participate or withdraw from MANET at any time, it is 
difficult to measure the security and stability of the 
dynamical routing traffic information. All nodes behave 
as the routers to take part in the processes of the routing 

discovery and maintenance to other nodes at the same 
time, which need to share the information and the data 
instantly.  Furthermore, as the self-organized multi-hop 
network, it means two nodes may be out of direct 
communication range, which requires the inter-mediate 
nodes to transmit the messages. Frequently, the nodes 
serve as host and router simultaneously, so MANET is 
inefficient to deal with the malicious nodes’ attacks, 
which usually relies on the individual security solutions 
within each node. All these are concluded as the network 
factors.  

On the other hand, each node is a typical embedded 
system, which still faces the challenges from its own 
characters, such as limited physical security, flexible 
node mobility, low manufacturing price, and limited 
system resources (i.e., processor, power, size, storage). 
Definitely, these hardware/software constraints of the 
node are critical to keep the network safe and stable, so 
there is the increasing concern about the nodes’ system 
security and usability in MANET because the nodes may 
be deeply affected by the real complex environments and 
the malicious attacks can also aim to these nodes. All 
these are concluded as the node factors. 

Obviously, it’s necessary to keep the nodes and the 
network active within these two factors, but traditionally, 
they belongs to network research and embedded system 
research separately, it’s very difficult to calculate both 
node factors and network factors as a holistic modeling 
and analysis. Recently, trust is carried out as a set of new 
theory and has been used into MANET to measure these 
integrated factors. 

In the human society, trust is one of the most common 
concepts, while trust depends on a host of factors which 
can’t be easily modeled by the computational methods. In 
the areas of computer science, trust has been used in 
many fields to mean many different things. For example, 
it’s a descriptor of security and encryption; a name for 
authentication methods or digital signatures; a measure of 
the quality of a peer in P2P systems; a factor in game 
theory; a model for agent interactions; a gauge of attack-
resistance; a component of ubiquitous and distributed 
computing; a foundation for interactions in agent systems; 
or a motivation for online interaction and recommenders 
systems [4]. In MANET, Trust can be defined that the 
current agent has followed the trusted agent’s willingness 
and has the capability to deliver a mutually agreed service 
in a given context [5]. For example, when a node requests 
the transmission service from its neighbors, the neighbor 
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node may have behaved to be damaged, overloaded or 
compromised maliciously, and leads it’s difficult to get 
the correct data or information by the requesting node. In 
this case, trust can be used to measure the network 
conditions and external environments, and also to get the 
optimal solutions further [24]. 

There have been some algorithms to evaluate the trust 
of MANET, such as graph theory [6, 7], Markov Chain 
[8], Bayesian model [9]. Besides, as a fact that the 
uncertainty exists in most of the factors, fuzzy theory is 
suitable for modeling and evaluation of the uncertainty 
and boundary in MANET.  

First, fuzzy logic can be used for the trust modeling of 
MANET. It uses qualitative terms and linguistic labels to 
represent trust as a fuzzy concept, and the membership 
functions describe the degree of a peer which can be 
labeled as trustworthy or untrustworthy. Fuzzy logic also 
provides the rules to reason with fuzzy measures. In the 
modeling of the trust, concepts such as trustworthiness, 
honesty, and accuracy, are needed to be defined and 
quantified with the mathematical methods in an interval, 
fuzzy logic can be used to handle the uncertainty and the 
imprecision. 

Second, the calculated trustworthy value then can be 
used to the routing protocols for the practical purpose. 
According to the fuzzy and dynamic features of MANET 
and the uncertain factors in routing discovery, fuzzy 
dynamic programming (FDP) [10] can be used into the 
optimization of the routing protocols. FDP is developed 
as a process to accept preprocessed inputs and has the 
outputs which are further de-fuzzy for actual applications. 
Because the calculation and measurement of trust in this 
unsupervised ad-hoc environment involves complex 
aspects such as credibility rating for opinions delivered 
by a node, the honesty of recommendations provided by a 
mobile node, or the assessment of past experiences with 
the node one to interact with. The use of FDP algorithms 
and models extends fuzzy logic to develop a trust model 
based on the fuzzy recommendation to solve routing 
problems.  

In this paper, as the extension of the research in [1], 
based on the classic fuzzy theory, the trust evaluation 
modeling and the dynamic routing protocols for 
MANETs are introduced. First, trust evaluation with 
fuzzy logic is given, directly modeling the nodes with the 
mathematical formula, then fuzzy modeling the main 
aspects of MANET with the fuzzy inference rules. 
Second, the routing decision with fuzzy dynamic 
programming is discussed, which includes the steps and 
process to establish the fuzzy trusted routing, to 
implement the improved DSR protocols (FTDSR), and to 
take some useful optimizations. The experiments have 
shown that FTDSR protocols can reduce the packet drop 
ratio, enhance the throughput with the acceptable end to 
end delay. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An 
overview of related work is given in Section II. In Section 
III, the fuzzy trust evaluation model about each node is 
introduced, including direct trust evaluation according to 
the features of the node and trust evaluation with fuzzy 

logic to model the node, the network and the environment. 
In Section IV, how to make the routing decision with 
FDP is discussed in detail, from the basic trust abstraction 
based on FDP, to get the trusted routing model with FDP, 
and then about the optimal equation solutions for trusted 
routing model. In Section V, the practical trust routing 
algorithm with FDP is given, focus on each step of the 
algorithm, on how to make the multi-stage decision, then 
it represents the process to establish the fuzzy trusted 
DSR, gives two useful optimization methods for FTDSR. 
The simulations and experiments with OPNET are 
described and analyzed in Section VI. The conclusions 
are given in Section VII. 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

Trust is an abstract matter in the everyday life, but its 
relevant research on computer science is a new subject. 
This causes a lack of coherence in its definitions between 
different fields in computer science. Generally, the notion 
of trust used throughout this paper is defined as: trust is 
the degree of belief about the future behavior of other 
entities, its calculation is based on the past experience 
with and the observation of the others related actions [11]. 
For MANET, trust is interpreted as a relation among 
entities that participate in various protocols [12].  

Most studies of trust value management [13-15] have 
proposed several trust management approaches. [16, 17] 
proposed the collaborative reputation mechanisms to 
establish reputation ratings for nodes. [18] proposed a 
strategy-proof trust management from a node’s previous 
honor. Although the management brings low overhead, 
the honor definition for changing trust values has not 
been defined. [19] presented an authentication service to 
achieve network security by discovering and isolating 
dishonest users, but the rules of changing a node’s trust 
state between good and bad trust values ware not well 
defined. In [20, 21], several trust relationships are defined 
for a context-aware management protocol, but they may 
cause error trust relationship. [22] proposed a method to 
manage multicast key trees that match the network 
topology and thus reduced the communication overhead 
of rekeying. However, the impact factors of the key 
management server were not considered due to node 
mobility. [23] proposed a two-step secure authentication 
approach for multicast MANETs with Markov chain. A 
node’s trust value is analyzed from its previous trust 
manner that was performed in this group. The proposed 
trust model is proven as a continuous-time Markov chain 
model.  

By monitoring the transmission behavior, several trust 
based security routing algorithms have been proposed to 
evaluating node’s reputation.  

 [25] proposed a Secure and Objective Reputation-
based Incentive (SORI) scheme to encourage packet 
forwarding and discipline selfish behavior. The scheme, 
however, does not prevent a malicious node from 
selectively forwarding packets or from other malicious 
behavior. Token-based mechanism [26] is a unified 
network layer security solution in MANETs. In this 
scheme, each node carries a token in order to participate 
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in network operations, and its local neighbors monitor 
any misbehavior in routing or data packet forwarding 
functions. Sprite [27] is a simple, cheat-proof, credit-
based system for MANETs, which uses credit to provide 
incentives for mobile nodes to cooperate and report 
actions honestly.  

As an extension to DSR, [17] proposed a new security 
routing protocol-CONFIDANT. Similarly with the 
Watchdog Path-rater (WP) mechanism, it firstly 
introduces a monitor to get trustee’s transmission state, 
with the help of reputation system and trust manager 
component, it then implements the evaluation and update 
of the trust rating. However, when the time expires, the 
node will again turn to be a legitimate participant, which 
may continue its misbehavior. What’s more, introducing 
recommendation trust will make the trust evaluation time-
consuming and cause much more overhead, which also 
increase its complexity. [29] gave a trust evaluation 
scheme dynamically based on routing model (Trust DSR). 
Five routing selection strategies have been proposed, 
which are based on the trust evaluation of the 
transmission links. Because its routing selection is limited 
on the routes that obtained from standard DSR, the 
ultimate selected route is not necessarily the most trusted 
one.  

Some research has used fuzzy theory into trust 
evaluation and routing decision for MANET. RFSTrust 
[30], a trust model based on fuzzy recommendation 
similarity, is proposed to quantify and to evaluate the 
trustworthiness of nodes. Fuzzy logic provides a natural 
framework to deal with uncertainty and the tolerance of 
imprecise data inputs for the subjective tasks of trust 
evaluation, packet forwarding review and credibility 
adjustment. [31] proposed a Fuzzy based Ad hoc On-
demand Distance Vector (FAODV) Routing Protocol. 
The authors used Fuzzy Logic at trust evaluation and 
setup a Threshold Trust Value (TTV) for trust 
verification. Fuzzy Logic based trust evaluation can give 
a rational prediction of trust value and give an accurate 
identification of malicious behavior based on fuzzy 
inference rules. However, the FAODV model only gives 
the protection method against modification attacks and 
the trust evaluation process only monitors the node’s 
behavior for routing discovery but not for the 
transmission of data packets.  

Above all, although there have been some research 
about trust modeling, trust evaluation and trust routing 
protocols, the research combined fuzzy theory and trust in 
MANET is still a new topic. To get more trusted routing 
algorithms, it is feasible to use FDP into trust computing 
fields too. 

III.  FUZZY TRUST EVALUATION 

In MANETs, trust is represented by the relationships 
interacted with each other. This can be abstracted as the 
associations between a trusting node and a trusted node. 
Trust relationships are determined by the rules to evaluate 
the evidence with a quantitative way, generated by the 
previous behaviors of a node. Accordingly, fuzzy logic is 
the process to formulate the mapping from a given input 

to a logical output, which provides the basis from the 
decisions made, or the patterns discerned. Because of the 
mobility of the nodes and the time-varying of the wireless 
channels, the trust in MANET has the natural uncertainty 
and incompleteness, then the evaluation models of trust 
focus on the collection and the quantization of the 
dynamic information. The trust associations between two 
nodes can be classified into three categories: direct 
interaction, association through other nodes’ 
recommendations (indirect association), and review 
through the history records.  

A. Direct Trust Evaluation 
Let DTij present the direct trust value from node i to 

node j, then DTij can be got from the history records and 
context information between the two nodes. According to 
[9, 31], a simple formula can be concluded as F.3-1. 
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Sk presents during the recent I times interactions, the 

real total service count at the kth time between node i and 
node j. Nk presents the expected service count of node i at 
the kth time. Node i often makes observation at different 
time instances. Let Sk denote the time when node i make 
observation of node j. At time k, node i observes that 
node j performs the action times upon the request of 
performing the action times. Obviously, Nk≥Sk. These 
history factors describe that the observation has been 
made for a period of time, and it should carry less 
importance than the observation made recently. 

Ep, Cq, Mt presents the node information at the current 
time. Ep is the energy consumption information, which 
represents the power resources as the mobile embedded 
system; Cq is the processor utilization percentage, which 
represents the calculation resources; Mt is the memory 
utilization percentage, which represents the storage 
resources.α ,β andγ are all positive integers, which 
represents the  weight values of the three aspects.ρ∈
[0,1] , is the variable coefficient. The proportion of the 
history records and the node condition can be tuned with 
it to let the formula more practical.  

B. Trust Evaluation with Fuzzy Logic 
When node i ask node j for the packet transmission of 

the data or link information, node i has the difficulty to 
evaluate whether node j can provide the service at that 
time or whether the service provided by node j is security 
and trustworthy. Then, this situation can be judged and 
monitored by node i from the history interaction records 
of node j.  

Let C(t) represents the capability of the requested node 
(node j ) on providing packets transfer services at time t, 
which includes the remnant utilization ratio of battery, 
local memory, CPU cycle, and bandwidth at that point. 
Let H(t) represents at time t, the history behaviors to offer 
certain services between the past time intervals, such as 
packet-drop ratio. Let TL(t+1) refers to the node’s trust 
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level at time t+1. Assume the fuzzy member function of 
C(t) consists of three fuzzy sets: LOW(L), Medial(M) and 
High(H). The fuzzy membership function of H(t) and 
TL(t+1) consists of four different levels of fuzzy sets: 
LOW(L), Medial(M), High(H) and VeryHigh(VH). 
According to the social control theory [28], the fuzzy 
inference rules are given in Table I. 

The rules in Table I establish a mapping from H×C  to 
TL. It is based on the analysis of the node’s current 
condition and historic behaviors. When an overloaded 
node lacks the CPU cycles, buffer space or available 
network bandwidth to forward packets, it will be also 
untrustworthy in next time interval because of such a low 
capability level, even if its historic trust level is very high. 
This is only the first basic rule in Table I, and then the 
inference relationship can be concluded with Rl: 

1 tttl TLCHR  3-2

and for  TLuCcHh  ,, , 

)()()(),,( uTLcChHuchRl   3-3

For all the n rules we have the fuzzy inference 
relationship as F.3-4 

n

l
uchR

1
),,(


 ),,( uchRl  

3-4

 For each pair of given input H* and C*, use the general 
total relationship R, the output can be calculated: 

RCHTL )( ***   3-5

Then, with the maximal membership degree approach, 
the trust value u*∈[0,1], can be calculated with the de-
fuzzy methods.  

This is the basic models with two aspects C(t) and 
H(t).While in the real world, the environments of the 
MANET are also the important factors. Let E(t) represent 

the environment factors, such as temperature, moisture, 
and lighting, most of these factors have been classified in 
Table II. Respectively, the improved results can be 
modeled and calculated with the similar process and the 
similar formula above. 

IV.  FUZZY DYNAMIC ROUTING DECISION 

Trust is a natural fuzzy concept, which poses a fuzzy 
constraint on the trusted routing decision-making, so the 
different nodes might provide diverse routings about the 
same nodes, i.e., different nodes would have the different 
and even opposite trust evaluations toward a same node. 
Based on fuzzy model, each node can calculate the trust 
value for its neighbors and maintain in its neighbor route 
table. Minimal values for trust can occur as a result of 
more malicious behavior than legitimate behavior of a 
neighboring node. As the trusted routing process is also 
fuzzy, FDP is proposed to make the trust routing decision 
in MANET. 

A. Trust Abstraction based on FDP 
In the usual dynamic programming (DP), the solutions 

of the given questions are abstracted as the decision 
processes, then this process is divided into several 
associated phases and there have been several designed 
feasible plans in each phase. The objective of the decision 
is to select the most suitable plans in each phase, to get 
the best overall effect of the whole decision process. In 
FDP, as the extension of DP, the decision is confined 
with fuzzy constraints in each phase during the process to 
solve the questions. Because the trust evaluation of each 
node has the natural fuzzy features, the process of routing 
discovery is suitable for FDP accordingly. 

Based on FDP, The decision model in MANET can be 
described as: 
(1) During the whole decision process, the system may 

appear to be different states. Suppose the total count 
is l, then the state set is E={e1,e2,…el} 

(2) The system should receive the external inputs to be 
configured or controlled, and then the current states 
are adjusted to approach the pre-determined object. 
Suppose the input set is U={u1,u2,…um} 

(3) Suppose the whole decision process is fulfilled in 
the period of [0, T], a number of moments are 
inserted to divide the whole decision process into 
several phases. For example, the total of the moment 
is n-1(0=t0<t1<…<tn-1<tn=T), so the total of the 
phases is n and in each phase, the time period is (tk-1, 
tk] (k=1,2,…n). Suppose at the k(0<k<=n) phase, 
the system input is u(tk)∈U. 

(4) suppose at the k-1 moment (that is at the end of (tk-2, 
tk-1]), the system state is e(tk-1) and at the k moment 
(that is (tk-1, tk]), the system has received the input 
u(tk), then at the end of the k moment, the system 
state e(tk) only has relations with e(tk-1) and u(tk), 
that is  
 

nktutefte kkk ,...,2,1)),(),(()( 1  
4-1

 

TABLE I. FUZZY RULES ON TRUST LEVEL TL(T+1) 

H (t) 
C (t)  

L M H VH 

L L 
M L M H 
H L M H VH 

TABLE II. MAIN FACTORS WITH TRUST EVALUATION 

Items Contents 
C(t) Power supply 

Battery condition 
CPU cycle  
Local memory 
Backup of important data 
Safe system checking 
Data recovery mechanism 
Encryption 
Security of system software 
System operation log 

H(t) Communication bandwidth 
Channel frequency 
Encryption 
Route table maintenance  
Real-time route discovery  
Route backup log 

E(t) Temperature 
Moisture 
Lighting 
Anti-lightning 
Error-proof setting 
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Suppose the state migration has no relation with the 
environment of the current moment, it is allocated 
with a migration matrix: 
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(5) In the matrix, Sij∈E. Sij means if the system is in the 

state ei∈E, if there is the input uj∈U, then the 
system has the migration to Sij. That is: 
 

),...,2,1;,...,2,1)(,( mjliuefS jiij  4-2

 
If the initial state of the system is e(t0), the objective 
of the FDP is a fuzzy set of E, that is in the moment 
tn=T, Bn∈F(E). Suppose at the phase (tk-1, tk], the 
actual system input is uj, then the actual fuzzy 
constraint set based on U is Ck∈F(U). 
 

According to the given conditions above, the FDP can 
be described as: 

Given e(t0), then  
 

))}(),(),...,(),((|{ 21
*

nn tetututuuuU   
  
Of course, U*can be calculated with  
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Let D∈F(U*), if u=(u(t1), u(t2) , …, u(t1), e(tn)), then 
       

))(())((...))(())(()( 2211 nnnn teBtuCtuCtuCuD   
 
So the FDP can be abstracted to findk u*∈U*, for the 

result of   
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and u*=(u* (t1), u* (t2) , …, u* (t1), e* (tn)) is the optimal 

equation solution. 

B. Trusted Routing Model with FDP 
  Distinguished from the traditional routing model in 

LAN networks, MANET is regarded as a time-invariant 
finite-state deterministic system under the definite control. 
Each node has a certain state from the delivered packets’ 
perspective and the migration between two states can be 
conceived from two nodes’ interaction. The input control 
variables for each state are the output links with neighbor 
nodes, and then the process of routing discovery equals a 
multi-stage state migration from initial state to terminate 
state. The result is to get a trustworthy critical path from 
source node to destination node. In order to model the 

trusted routing in such environments, three basic 
definitions are given below: 
Definition 1. State Set X= { nll  ,...,,...,, 1,21  }, 

where i , i=1,2,…n, represents node i in an ad hoc 
network with the scale n, it’s a finite set. 
Definition 2. Goal Set T= { nl  ,...,1 }, which is a 
specified non-fuzzy subset of X, it represents the 
destination’s neighbor states.   
Definition 3. Input Set U= { m ,...,1 }, where j , 
j=1,2,…m, equals to m links in the network. Because the 
trust condition of the links is fuzzy by nature, set U is a 
fuzzy set. 

Let xt be the state of the packet being delivered at time 
t, t=0,1,2,…, which ranges over X, and let ut, t=0,1,2,…, 
be the input control variable at time t, which ranges over 
U. Define the temporal evolution of the system to be a 
state formula F.4-4. 

),(1 ttt uxfx   4-4

where t=0,1,2,…, and f is a given fuzzy function from 
X×U to X, which means that when the packet at time t 
arrives at state xt, with the choosey input ut, then the state 
will be transferred to state xt+1. Because the input ut is an 
alternative from the fuzzy set U, and we assume the final 
goal G is to induce the system state into goal set T, so the 
discovery of trusted routing turns out to find an optimal 
decision D by decision making in a fuzzy environment. 
Suppose the decision process starts from the initial state 

1  and ends with n , according to the definition of goal 
set T, the process actually would finish once the system 
enters T, the end time t can be given by:  

 

tx T , with tx T   
For t<N, where N is the hop-count.  
 
With these conditions, fuzzy decision is defined as an 

intersection of the given goals and constraints, while the 
fuzzy logic has presented the malicious behaviors based 
on trust evaluation model, which constitutes the fuzzy 
constraints as input variables to this model. 

C. Optimal Equation Solutions 
According to the features of the MANET topology and 

the mobility of the wireless communication, an 
undirected graph can be used to abstract the node 
relations. As the models described above, the state 
migration graph can be concluded as Fig.1, which can be 
conceived as a typical fuzzy system.   

In the state migration graph, a trusted transfer path is 
needed to be found from initial state S to destination D. 
The intermediate states among them can transfer mutually 
according to the established migration graph. Take state 4 
and state 5 as an example, state 4 may migrate to state 2, 
3, 5, 6 and 7, while state 5 may migrate to state 1, 2, 4, 7 
and 8. Moreover, when state 4 is migrated to state 5, it 
will be constrained by its trust degree on state 5 with the 
given value 0.8 (suppose 0 represents complete distrust, 
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and 1 represents absolute trust in the coming time 
interval). When the state migration process reaches state 
4, it will make a decision to choose which state can be the 
successor under the constraint C and the general trust 
goal G.  

According to the fuzzy dynamic programming theory 
[10], in this fuzzy system, for each decision at the certain 
stage, its membership function could get its 

corresponding maximal value. Let )( i
M
D   denotes the 

ith component of the optimal goal attainment vector, and 
)|( ijC 

 is the value of the membership function of 

the constraint C in state i  for input j
, with 

)|( ijC 
=1 for i=l+1,…,n; and then the decision 

can be made as the following equation: 
 

  ))),(()|(()( ji
M
DijCji

M
D f            

where i =1,2,…n; j=1,2,…m. 
 

Also according to [10], an optimal policy  must exist 
in the finite policy space within l stages, modifying from 
the traditional backward iteration algorithm. 

V.  FUZZY ROUTING ALGORITHM 

Fuzzy routing protocols consider much uncertain 
network status as the factor in making routing decisions. 
The fuzzy routing algorithm monitors the congestion 
status of active routings and feeds the network status to 
the fuzzy logic controller in order to make the best 
routing decision. 

A. Trust Routing Algorithm with FDP 
The improved routing algorithm is presented as Trust 

Routing algorithm based on FDP, which is described in 
Fig.2. 

B. Multistage Decision Making 
The backward iteration process initiates from the 

destination state. Each state involved in each decision 
stage besides the destination can be divided into three 
sub-states.  

As is shown in Fig.3, when the intermediate states 
receive the ROUTE DECISION (RDE) packet that 

contains the optimal goal value )( t
M
D x  from the pre-

stage states, it will be transferred from Sleep (S) sub-state 
into Decision (D) sub-state. If the received value is larger 
than the optimal goal value of pre-stage, the state will 
enter the Ready (R) sub-state, otherwise it will return to 
Sleep(S). After a broadcast of the new RDE packet, the 
Ready(R) sub-state will also turn to Sleep(S), waiting for 
new arrival RDE packets. Because one state always has 
several neighbors, a state need to make an iteration 
decision until obtains the best choice.  

Take state 4 and state 5 in Fig.1 as an example, 
suppose at time t, both of them gets their optimal values, 
then they will broadcast corresponding RDE packets to 
their neighbor states. States 2 and 7 will receive two RDE 
packets; moreover, state 4 and 5 will exchange their RDE 
packets mutually.  

This may cause two problems: 

a) Time synchronization and asynchronization 

   In order to avoid the message confliction problem, we 
adopt the synchronous decision and asynchronous 
delivery mechanism. At the end time t of a stage, all 
states in set A make decisions simultaneously and within 

3
6

5

7 2

1

4

8

0.8
0.5

 
Figure1. Part of a state migration graph with 8 nodes. 

Assumptions: each node in the network maintains a trust table about its 
neighbor’s trust values 

Input: each state’s trust table )( iN  , TX ,  

Output: optimal policy )( 1 from 1  to n   

1 ;1)( n
M
D  .1,...,2,1;0)(  nmm

M
D   

2 t=1; ;TA   

3 destination n  broadcasts optimal goal value )( n
M
D  ; 

4 while (t<n) 

5 {for all i X {  

6 if ( i  be triggered && 0)),(( ji
M
D f  )  

7 {calculate:  

)));,(()|(()( ji
M
DijCjit

M
D f  

 

8 if ( )( it
M
D  <= )( )1( ti

M
D  )  delete i from A; 

9 else store: jiit u   *)( , where j  makes the maximum 

value )( it
M
D  , in state i ’s route table; add i  into A;}} 

/*end if, end for*/ 
 

10 if (A  ) { 
11         all the states in A broadcast their corresponding optimal goal 

value; t=t+1; } 
12 else { 

13         if ( 0)( 1  M
D ) no trusted routing to the state n ; 

14  else 

);),...,),,((),,(,()( *
2

*
11

*
1111 nuuffuf  

 
15 break;}} /*end while*/ 

16 return )( 1 ; 

Figure2. Steps of Trust Routing algorithm based on FDP  
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certain time interval (TI) the decision states will 
broadcast their optimal goal value one after another to its 
neighbors, a state which receives a RDE packet will wait 
a certain time TI until get enough RDE packets from 
other neighbor states and then make an integrated 
decision.  

b) Route cycle problem 

   In Fig.1, suppose state 4’s successor is state 7, state 7’s 
successor is 5, then it can be concluded that 

)7()4( M
D

M
D   , )5()7( M

D
M
D   , which 

indicates )5()4( M
D

M
D   . If state 5’s successor is 4, 

it must fit the equation )4()5( M
D

M
D   , this 

condition can work only in the precondition 
)5()4( M

D
M
D   , however, according to the algorithm, 

if )5()4( M
D

M
D   , the RDE packet will be dropped. 

So it is unable to form a routing cycle. Moreover, the 
desertion of the packets with equal optimal goal values 
can decrease the invalid messages in the network and 
reduce the overhead of network nodes.  

C. Establish Fuzzy Trusted DSR 
According to the Trust Routing Algorithm with FDP 

described above, the process to establish a fuzzy trusted 
MANET protocol is generally as the following, with an 
abbreviation FTDSR. 
Assumptions:  
(1) The links between two nodes are bidirectional; this 

assumption is often valid [32]. 
(2) Besides the route table needed in standard DSR 

protocol, each node in our model additionally owns a 
trust table with items defined as follows： 

N_ID(i) is the identification (ID) of node i’s neighbor; 
T_IN(i) is the trust value that the neighbor node gets 
about node i; 
T_OUT(i) is the trust value that node i has about its 
neighbors. All the trust values are obtained from the 
trust evaluation model shown in section III. 

(3) The packets that contain the trust values are kept 
from modified by malicious nodes, just like the RDE 
packet. 
 

The routing establishment process mainly includes 
routing discovery and routing maintenance. FDP is 

mainly used for the discovery process, and no much 
change should be made for the maintenance of DSR. 
Routing discovery:  

Step 1: Source node S initiates a routing discovery by 
broadcasting a ROUTE REQUEST (RRQ) packet that 
contains the destination address D to its’ neighbors. The 
neighbors in turn append their own addresses to the RRQ 
packet and rebroadcast it. This process continues until a 
RRQ packet reaches D.  

Step 2: Terminate node D initiates the decision process 
backwards with the trust routing algorithm with FDP (as 
described in Fig.2). Current states select next-hop state 
with the current trust table items and store the chosen 
state in their route tables. After finishing the process of 
the algorithm, each state obtains its optimal route and the 
routing discovery is completely implemented. 
Route maintenance:  

Route maintenance assures the route is integrated and 
valid in a certain time interval (TI); a link-broken event 
will trigger a new trust evaluation process and trust route-
update process. Also, when a route table item 
overwhelms the maximum valid time, a new routing 
discovery will also restart. 

D. Two Optimization methods for FTDSR 
Basically, FTDSR is a more complex process than the 

common routing algorithms such as DSR, AODV. While 
the routing decision should be rapid enough and fulfill the 
throughout requirements, so some optimization could be 
taken to get more practical usability. Of course, there is 
certain performance loss after the optimization and they 
should be used into different conditions. 

Two general optimization algorithms are carried here. 

a) Avoid second decision-making 

In FTDSR, there is a necessary inverse iteration 
process (as the de-fuzzy process) to get the routing path.  
Because of the asymmetric features between two 
neighbor nodes, the trust value from node i to node j may 
not equal the trust value from node j to node i. This 
causes it useful to re-calculate and re-activate the nodes 
which have previously finished the routing decision, and 
to make the second decision. In a complex MANET with 
many (i.e., more than 100) nodes, this may happen 
frequently because so many nodes can communicate each 
other directly. Although this second decision-making 
process is more accurate to find the most trustworthy path, 
it brings much more pressure to the in-time decision and 
the huge throughout processing.  

 
Figure3. Sub-state migration graph 

Note that only line 6 and line 7 make the changes, add the function 
Decision_Flag() to avoid the second decision. 

6 if ( i  be triggered && 0)),(( ji
M
D f   && 

Decision_Flag( i )==0  ) 

7 {calculate:  

)));,(()|(()( ji
M
DijCjit

M
D f  

 Decision_Flag( i )=1; 

Figure4. Algorithm Changes in FTDSR-I 
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So the approach to avoid the second decision-making is 
a useful way to accelerate the decision response. Use a 
flag function to mark the nodes whether it has made the 
decisions, only few changes is made to the algorithm in 
Fig.2 and Fig.4 shows the improved process. This 
improvement is named as FTDSR-I. 

b) Heuristic decision with threshold value 

when the node is in the state of calculation and 
decision, among all of the succeeding nodes which have 
passed trust value just now, there are may be more than 
one node have the same trust values, then one node is 
selected without any decision in FTDSR, just shown as 
αj in Line 9, Fig.2. To be more trustworthy, the nodes, 
with the biggest trust value (the node with the biggest μc) 
in the positive routing directions, can be selected as the 
next-hop from the current node. Compared with FTDSR, 
this can improve the trust value in the each separate hop, 
which means the trust value in the critical routing path 
can be more average and stable.  

In the implementation, the changes for the algorithm in 
Fig.2 are mainly added the steps to make a maximal 
comparison.  This is shown in Fig.5, named as FTDSR-II 
respectively.  

VI.  SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS  

In the experiments, OPNET is used to perform the 
simulations. A mobile ad hoc network with 20 nodes is 
distributed randomly in the range of 1000m1000m area. 
Each node has the constant movement speed of 1 m/s and 
the direct radio transmission range of each node is set to 
be 250m. The simulation continues for 100s each time. 
The details of the simulation parameters are shown in 
Table III.  

To get the different level of the performance, various 
numbers of the malicious nodes are set to run the 
simulations. In the experiments, it is assumed that the 
malicious nodes percentage is 12% (2 malicious nodes, 
some nodes may be out of the communication range), 
25%, and 35% respectively. After the implementation of 
the protocols through FTDSR family (including FTDSR, 

FTDSR-I, FTDSR-II), the performance is compared with 
DSR and TDSR [29], from the aspects of Packet Drop 
Ratio, End to End Delay and Throughput. All data can be 
got from the simulator directly and the trend is shown in 
the following figures. 

A. Packet Drop Ratio 
The packet drop ratio indicates the data transmission 

performance of the MANET routing protocols. The basic 
character of the malicious nodes is to take the attack by 
dropping packets deliberately or forcedly when they are 
overloaded. Fig.6 shows the experiment results of the 
packets drop ratio under DSR, TDSR, FTDSR, FTDSR-I, 
and FTDSR-II respectively. 

It can be found that FTDSR protocol maintains a lower 
drop ratio and the curve fluctuates smoother than others. 
This is mainly because the traditional DSR protocol only 
considers the hop count as the source for routing selection, 
and TDSR chooses the optimal trusted route limited on 
DSR. While FTDSR has used the FDP algorithm at trust 
evaluation and routing decision process, this can 
eliminate malicious nodes’ influence and mitigate the 
attack caused by packet-drop. Take the cases with 12% 
malicious nodes as an example, the packet drop ratio of 
FTDSR is 17%, TDSR is 37.5% and DSR is 60%. When 
the malicious nodes increase from 25% to 35%, the 
packets dropped by FTDSR increase only 4% while DSR 
increase 15%. 

Note that from line8, another branch statement is added and the 
maximum path is selected  

8 if ( )( it
M
D  <= )( )1( ti

M
D  )  delete i from A; 

else  

9 IF more than one j  could satisfy the optimal goal );( it
M
D 

10  store: 

))|(max(|)( *
ijkCjkjkiit u  

in state i ’s route table; add i  

else 

11 store: jiit u   *)( , where j  makes the maximum

value )( it
M
D  , in state i ’s route table; add i  into A;}}

/*end if, end for*/ 

Figure5. Algorithm Changes in FTDSR-II  

TABLE III. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Parameter  Value 
Simulator OPNET 
MAC layer 802.11 
Frequency of operation 2.4GHz 
Number of mobile nodes 20 
Mobility model Random waypoint 
Terrain range 1000×1000 m2 
Transmission range 250m 
Channel bandwidth 1 Mbps 
Movement speed 1m/s 
Application traffic CBR(UDP) 
Simulation time 100s 
Propagation mode Free space 
Packet size 512 Bytes 
Maximum connection 10 
Maximum malicious nodes 7(35%) 
Type of attack Coordinated attack 

Figure6. Packet drop ratio with various malicious nodes 
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Compared with FTDSR family, the results also have 
shown that FTDSR-II is more trustworthy than FTDSR, 
while FTDSR-I has the trust loss than FTDSR. 

B. End to End Delay  
End to End Delay (ETE Delay) refers to the time taken 

for a packet to be transmitted across a network from 
source to destination. In order to choose the most trusted 
path, the unique backward decision process in FTDSR is 
implemented which is more complex than DSR and 
TDSR. Furthermore, the most trusted route is not always 
the shortest path.  

The end to end latency of FTDSR turns to be averagely 
26% longer than DSR and TDSR. And because FTDSR-I 
has avoided the second-decision making process, its 
delay is less than FTDSR. While the calculation in 
FTDSR-II is more complex than that in FTDSR, so its 
delay is longer generally.Fig.7 shows the result. 

C. Throughput  
In MANET, throughput is the average rate of 

successful message delivery over a communication 
channel. These data may be delivered over a physical or 
logical link, or pass through a certain network node. The 
throughput is usually the sum of the data rates that are 
delivered to all terminals in a network, which can be 
analyzed mathematically by means of queuing theory, 
where the load in packets per time unit. 

In this experiment, the path’s time-average throughput 
in the destination node is given the statistics, which is 
measured in packets per second. Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.10 
show the throughput to the destination under the 
conditions of 12%, 25%, and 35% malicious nodes 
respectively. According to the distribution values in each 
figure, it can be found that FTDSR can get an obvious 
higher throughput than DSR and TDSR. Take fig.8 as an 
example, in the end of the simulation, the throughput of 
TDSR is 0.14 packet per second, and FTDSR is 0.22 
packet per second, FTDSR improves the throughput by 
57%. Because FTDSR-II has more consideration about 
the stability of the trust value, it can generally get the 
higher throughput than FTDSR. 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

MANET is a multi-hop self-configuring network 
without any fixed infrastructure to communicate. Its 
topology changes dynamically and each node faces 
challenges from its processor, power, size, storage etc. 
Because the uncertainty exists in all of the evaluation 
factors, fuzzy theory is suitable for the evaluation of the 
uncertainty and the boundary.  

In this paper, based on the classic fuzzy theory, the 
trust evaluation modeling and the dynamic routing 
protocols for MANET are introduced and verified. First, 
it has introduced the fuzzy trust evaluation model about 
each MANET node, including direct trust evaluation 
according to the features of the node and trust evaluation 
with fuzzy logic to model the node, the network and the 
environment. Second, the routing decision with fuzzy 
dynamic programming is discussed, focus on each step of 

Figure7. End to End Delay in the different algorithms 

Figure8. Throughput with 12% malicious nodes 

Figure9. Throughput with 25% malicious nodes 

Figure10. Throughput with 35% malicious nodes 
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the algorithm and how to make the multi-stage decision, 
then it represents the process to establish the fuzzy trusted 
DSR, and gives two optimization methods for FTDSR. 
The experiments use OPNET to simulate a MANET 
environment. The result has shown that FTDSR protocols 
can improve the network security, reduce the Packet Drop 
Ratio, and enhance the throughput with the acceptable 
End to End Delay. 

In the future work, more optimization should be done 
to improve the efficiency of the FDP for the better use in 
the real MANET environments. 
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